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Welcome to Preqin Infrastructure Online Product Update, our subscriber-only newsletter. This month we are delighted
to inform you about a major improvement to your Infrastructure Online service – the recent revamp and upgrade of our
infrastructure investor database.
Infrastructure Online has detailed profiles of over 1,400 investors actively investing in infrastructure via various routes to
market including commitments to unlisted and listed funds, direct investment and debt financing strategies. The latest
enhancement allows for easy access to all this information on each investor profile – in other words each profile now
shows you:
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Background to the investor, addresses and key contact people;
Assets under management, strategy and investment criteria;
Current and target allocations to infrastructure;
Future investment plans
Portfolio breakdowns (including known infrastructure fund, direct and debt investments);
Investment consultants used;
Unlisted fund managers invested with;
Current and historical news;
Asset exposure through unlisted fund commitments
Premium subscribers, or those with access to the Preqin infrastructure deals database, will
notice a greater link between an investors’ main investor profile and the direct/debt investment
information available on the deals product. But even if you don’t have deals access, you’ll still
be able to view tables of direct and debt investments and pages of sample data so you can see
what else is available.
More than ever, Infrastructure Online is simply the most detailed and comprehensive information
resource on the infrastructure market globally, and is a unique resource to help you in your
business. I hope that you like the enhancement to the service when you log in and have a
look – I think you will! – and as always please feel free to get in touch and let us know of any
feedback you may have or suggestions for future upgrades.

Sample Investor Profiles Recently Updated:
Investor
Local
Government
Superannuation
Scheme

Location

Summary Plans

Australia

Planning to invest AUD 100 million in private unlisted infrastructure funds in
the coming 12 months. It is mainly interested in European brownfield assets
in the natural resources, waste management and renewable energy sectors.

Expecting to launch a search for an infrastructure fund manager to handle
a new investment mandate before the end of 2012. It is in the process of
finalizing its second fund commitment - an investment in Global Infrastructure
Partners II.
Has issued an RFP for an experienced unlisted infrastructure fund manager
London Borough
to handle a new GBP 50 million global investment mandate. The investment
of Barking &
UK
represents its first foray into the infrastructure asset class, with proposals due
Dagenham
by March 12th 2012.
Planning to invest USD 1 billion in infrastructure opportunities in 2012 through
Korea Life
both private fund commitments and direct investment strategies. It will target
South Korea
both primary and fund of funds vehicles investing in South Korea, North
insurance
America, West Europe and Australia.
Looking to double its allocation to real assets in 2012 (from 5% to 10%) through
University
further commitments to unlisted infrastructure funds. It has a preference for
funds targeting infrastructure assets in global OECD markets, although it is
of Ottawa
Canada
unlikely to invest in European funds due to ongoing economic uncertainty in
Endowment
the eurozone.

Enbridge
Pension Fund

US

Looking for more information? If you would like us to update any of the company profiles
on our database, or look into a company which is not currently listed, please let me know:
ebradbrook@preqin.com

